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Registration is Open for the AHCA, FHEA Annual Seminar and Tradeshow
—Focus on health care facility design related to patient safety—

Tallahassee, Fla.—The Agency for Health Care Administration and the Florida Healthcare Engineering Association are partnering for the 16th year to present the latest in code updates and improvements in health care delivery and design at the 28th Annual AHCA Seminar and 50th Annual FHEA Meeting and Tradeshow. This year’s seminar will focus on how the design and construction of health care facilities relate to patient and resident safety, and how design features can help reduce the risk of healthcare associated infections and medical errors.

“This annual seminar is the premier event for sharing information about new trends and improvements in health care facility design,” said Agency Secretary Liz Dudek. “This event highlights the state’s commitment to keeping Florida in the forefront of this field.”

The seminar and 220-vendor trade show will be held October 8-10 at the Rosen Shingle Creek Hotel in Orlando. Additional information, including program information, can be accessed at http://www.ahcaseminar.com/.

The mission of Florida Healthcare Engineering Association is to promote the professional role of the healthcare engineer and advance the development of healthcare engineering through effective communication, educational opportunities and establishment of professional standards. To find out more about FHEA, visit the website: http://www.fhea.org/.

The Agency for Health Care Administration is committed to better health care for all Floridians. The Agency administers Florida’s Medicaid program, licenses and regulates more than 40,000 health care facilities and 51 managed care organizations, and publishes health care data and statistics at FloridaHealthFinder.gov.
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